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1. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper [l], W. No11 and the present author investigated various 
structures on linear cones and the mappings that preserve these structures. 
In this note we show that a simple property of one of these structures, the gauge- 
function, characterizes quadric cones, i.e., those cones that are determined by a 
quadratic form. We further show that quadric cones are characterized by the 
existence of certain mappings; in particular, bijections that reverse the natural 
order but preserve individual rays. 
The linear cones that we shall consider are genuine faceless cones, as deiined 
in [I]. In brief, a subset C of a real linear space is a (linear) cone if it is stable 
under addition and under multiplication by strictly positive numbers, i.e., 
if C + C C C and PXC C C. (R will denote the set of real numbers, and P and 
Px the subsets of all positive and all strictly positive ones, respectively.) If C is 
not empty, its linear span is Sp C = C - C. The cone C is genuine if it is not 
empty and includes no line (l-dimensional affine subspace); it is faceless if for 
every u, ZI E C there is cy E PX such that cyw - u E C (cf. [I, Proposition 2.51). It 
may be helpful to mention that facelessness of a cone C is equivalent to its 
openness in some linear topology on its linear span Sp C ([l, Proposition 6.21). 
If C is a genuine faceless cone, we may define its gauge-function K: 
C x C-t Px by 
~(r4,~1):=inf{cr~IFD~lcrv-~uCC) for all 24, zr E C. (1.1) 
The properties of this function are discussed at length in [l]. Some of these 
properties (not all mentioned in [l]) are recited in Section 2. 
A genuine faceless cone C is said to be a qua&c cone if there exists a quadratic 
form Q: Sp C---f R such that 
{wES~CIQ(W)>O}=CLJ(-C). (1.2) 
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It is easy to see that Q must be non-degenerate and must have index I; this 
latter assertion means that all maximal subspaces included in the set {w E Yp C j 
Q(w) = 0} have dimension 1. Conversely, suppose W is a real linear space and 
Q: W + R is a non-degenerate quadratic form of index 1; then either 
{WE WIQ(w)>O} or {WE WI -Q(w) >0} is of the form CU(-C), where 
C is a genuine faceless cone. (Cf. [I, Section 3B], where a quadric cone was 
called a “chronological future cone”.) 
Our main result, the theorem in Section 3, is that a genuine faceless cone C 
is a quadric cone if and only if its gauge-function K satisfies 
K(U, V) K(U, w) K(W, u) = K(V, U) K(W, v) K(U, W) for a11 U, v, w E C. 
In [l] mappings of several kinds between genuine faceless cones were con- 
sidered. We restrict our attention to a mapping $: C + C for a given genuine 
faceless cone C: $ might be gauge-preserving or gauge-reversing (i.e., K($(U), 4(v)) 
= K(U, 0) or K(+(U), C(V)) = K(V, u), respectively, for all U, er E c); it might be 
open-isotone or open-an&one, i.e., preserving or reversing the natural “open- 
order” < (U < v : o v - u E C for all u, a E C); or closed-isotone or closed- 
mtitone, i.e., preserving or reversing the natural “closed-order” 4 (u 4 v :O 
v + C C u + C for all u, 9 E C; genuineness of C guarantees antisymmetry); or 
it might be distance-preserving with respect to the distance-function 8: C x C 
-+ P, a metric defined by 
6(u, V) := log maX(K(U, V), K(V, U)} for all u, v E C. (1.3) 
Linear bijections (cone-automorphisms) are of course gauge-preserving 
bijections. The converse implication is also valid [2], though not trivial. Gauge- 
preserving and gauge-reversing mappings are, respectively, both open- and 
closed-isotone and both open- and closed-antitone; both gauge-preserving 
and gauge-reversing mappings are distance-preserving. For some cones, some of 
these trivial implications can be reversed [l, Sections 8, lo]. The nature of 
gauge-reversing bijections and, more generally, of open- and closed-order-anti- 
morphisms (invertible antitone mappings with antitone inverses) is elusive; 
several examples, having little in common, were exhibited in [I, Section I I]. 
In Section 4 we shall show that if such a mapping 4: C+ C exists with the 
additional property that 4(u) is on the same ray as u for every u E C, then C must 
be a quadric cone. A related result is obtained for distance-preserving mappings. 
2. PROPERTIES OF THE GAUGE-FUNCTION 
Let C be a genuine faceless cone and K its gauge-function, defined by (1.1). 
The following are fairly immediate consequences of the definitions: 
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K(U, V) K(V, U) > K(U, U) = 1 for all u, v E C, 
‘+U, k’> = (a/p) K(% v> for all u, v E C and cx, fl E IFDx, 
K(U, z) < K(U + a, z> < ‘+, z> + ‘+, z) 
for all u, v, z E C, 
K(U + WY, V) = (y. + K(U, V) for all u, v E C and 01 E [Fp, 
l/K(V, U) = sUp{Or E [Ipx 1 11 - WV E C> 
for all u, v E C, 
l/K(V,U + (YV) = 01 + l/K(V, U) for all u, v E C and (Y E P. 
Slightly less obvious is the proof of the second inequality in 
l/K@, u) < l/‘@, u + f’) < l/+, u) + K(V, z) for all u, 0, z 6 C. 
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(2.1) 
(24 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
For this proof, we may assume without loss that l/K(z, u + v) > K(V, z). Let 
01, /3 E PX be given and such that K(V, z) < /3 < LX < I/K(z, u - et). By (1.1) 
arid (2.5) we have /3x - v, u + V - clx E C, and therefore u - (a - /3) z E C. 
Hence a - /3 < l/K(x, u). Since 01 and p could be chosen to make ol - /3 
arbitrarily close to l/K@, u + v) - K(V, z), the second inequality in (2.7) holds. 
From (2.3) and (2.7) we get, using (2.2), 
0 < K(U + TV, Z) - K(U + W, z) < (7 - U) K(V, 2) 
o<l/K(Z,U+TV)-l/K(X,U+UV)<(T-U)K(V,X) 633) 
for all u, V, z E C and a, T E P such that a < 7. 
For use in Section 4 we need the following facts. The relationship between the 
gauge-function and the closed-order 4 on C is given by 
U d et * K(U, V) < 1 for all u, v E C 
([l, Proposition 4.11). Since 4 is antisymmetric, we find that 
(2.9) 
K(U, V) = K(V, U) = 1 0 U = V for all u, v E C. 
From this and (2.2) we obtain: 
For all u, w E C, K(U, V) K(V, u) = 1 if and only if u and V are collinear. (2.10) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C be a genuine faceless cone that is not l-dimensional. For 
every u E C there exists a number r] > 1 such that for every 01 E [l, 71 we have 
K(U, V) K(Z), U) = a for some v  E C. 
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Proof. Let u E C be given. Since C is not l-dimensional, we may choose 
w E C such that u and w are not collinear; by (2.10), 77 := K(U, w) K(W, U) > 1. 
By (2.2), (2.4), (2.6) we then have K(U, v) K(W, U) = a!, where 
o:=(01-l)K(U,W)W+(7-&!)U, 1 
for every o! E [ 1, ~1. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF QUADRIC CONES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be a genuine faceless cone. Then C is a quad& cone if and 
Only if its gUUge-fUmtiOn K SatiSjit?S 
K(U, W) K(O, W) K(W, U) = K(O, U) K(W, W) K(U, W) for dU, D, WE c. (3-l) 
Proof. Proof of the “if”part. We assume that (3.1) holds, and choose z E C. 
We claim that 
+ + 2% z) 
‘+G U + 27-9 
+ 4% 4 
‘+ u> 
= 2 K(U + % 4 K(Z, u + n) + 2 H for all U, v E C. (3.2) 
To establish our claim, let U, w E C be given. By (3.1), (2.4), (2.6) we have 
= (m + ‘6 V)) (a + --q&) $$ for all (Y E P. 
A straightforward computation, using this formula with 01 = 0, 1,2, in turn, 
yields (3.2). 
Now C is faceless, so that CC PXz - CC Sp C. Since Sp C = C - C and 
C + C C C, it follows that 
sp c = PX% - c. (3.3) 
Let 01, fi E PX and U, et E C be given and such that 01~ - u = pz - U. Assuming 
without loss that ol < /?, we have z, = u + (/3 - a) z. By (2.4) and (2.6) we 
find 
(B - K(n, z)) (p - -&) = (a - K@, d) (a - -+ ’ ‘b U) 
On account of (3.3) and the preceding argument, we conclude that there exists 
a unique function Q: Sp C-+ R satisfying 
Q(az - U) = (IX - K(u, z)) (a - &) for all LY E PX and u E C. (3.4) 
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It follows at once from (3.4), using (3.3) and (2.2), that 
Sk4 = a"Q(w) forallwESpC and ol~P. (3.5) 
In further follows easily from (3.4), in view of (3.3) and (2.8), that: 
For given w, x E Sp C, the mapping (U ++ Q(w + ux)): R -+ R is continuous. 
(3-6) 
Using (2.4), (2.6), and the fact that K(Z, z) = 1, we obtain the following 
useful identity from (3.4): 
K(OLX + u, 4 
KC2 olz + u) + Q(az - 4 = 2a2 + 2 $+ for allolE PX and UEC. 
, , 
(3.7) 
(It is, incidentally, an easy consequence of (3.7) and (3.2) that Q(w) = 
K(W, z)/K(z, w) for all w E C.) 
Let w, x E Sp C be given. By (3.3) we may choose 01, /3 E PX and u, w E C such 
that w - x = O!Z - u, x = ,kk - V. We then find, using (3.7), (3.2) (twice), and 
(3.7) again, that 
$3~ + 4 + Q(w - 4 = Q((a + 2P) z - (u + 24) + Q+ - 4 
= 2Q((a + P) x - (u + $> + 2Q(b - 4 
=2Q(w) +2Q(x). 
We have shown that 
Q(w + x) +Q(w - x> =2Q(w) + 2Q(x) for all w, x E Sp C. (3.8) 
A standard argument now shows that on account of (3.5), (3.6), and (3.8) the 
prescription 
w.x:=Q(Q(w+x)-Q(w-XX)) for all w, x E Sp C 
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defines a symmetric bilinear form on Sp C, with Q(w) = w . w for all w E Sp C; 
and Q is thus a quadratic form. 
Let w E Sp C be given. By (3.3) we may choose 01 E Px and u E C such that 
w = olz - u. By (3.4) and (2.1), Q(w) > 0 if and only if either Q > K(U, a) or 
0 < OL < l/K@, u); but by (1 .l) and (2.5) these conditions are respectively 
equivalent to w = ax - u E C, and to -w = u - 01x E C. We have thus shown 
that Q satisfies (1.2). Hence C is a quadric cone. 
Proof of the “only if” part. Assume that C is a quadric cone, and choose a 
quadratic formQ: Sp C + R satisfying (1.2). It was shown in [l, Section 5B] that 
there exists a function 0: C x C---f P such that 
qu, v) = qv, u) for all u, v E C, 
K(U, v) = es(u-v)(Q(u)/Q(v))1’2 for all u, zI E C. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
It follows at one from (3.9) and (3.10) that K satisfies (3.1). 
4. MAPPINGS 
Let C be a genuine faceless cone. A mapping +: C --+ C shall be said to be 
radia2 if u and 4(u) are collinear for each u E C. If 4 is a radial mapping, there is of 
course a unique function p: C + Px such that 
TV4 = P(U>U for all u E C. (4.1) 
For every y E PX, the mapping (u H yu): C + C is radial and is a cone-auto- 
morphism, hence a gauge-preserving and distance-preserving bijection, and 
both an open- and a closed-order-isomorphism. These trivial radial mappings 
shall be termed scalar dilations. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let C be a genuine faceless cone. Then: 
(a) A radial mapping 4: C---f C is gauge-preserving (if and) only if it is a 
scalar dilation. 
(b) Gauge-reversing radial mappings 4: C -+ C exist if and only sf C is a 
quadric cone. If it is, these mappings are precisely those given by 
4(u) : = (1 /Q(u)) u for all u E C, (4.2) 
where Q: Sp C -+ R is some quadratic form satisfying (1.2). All these mappings are 
involutory, hence bijective. 
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Proof. Proof of (a). If 4: C -+ C is a gauge-preserving radial mapping, 
(4.1) and (2.2) imply 
‘+, et) = K(f(u) % f(a) @ = b@)/&)) ‘& @ 
Therefore p is constant, and 4 is a scalar dilation. 
for all u, 21 E C. 
Proof of (b). Suppose that there is a gauge-reversing radial mapping, say 
+: C + C. Then (4.1) and (2.2) imply 
K(‘U, U> = ‘h’(u) u, Pb’) u) = (P(~)/dv)) ‘k f’) for all U, v E C. 
From this identity we immediately obtain (3.1). By Theorem 3.1, C must be a 
quadric cone. 
Conversely, assume that C is a quadric cone, and choose a quadratic form 
QO: Sp C + IR such that {w E Sp C 1 QO(w) > 0) = C u (-C). Consider the 
mapping (bo: C -+ C defined by &,(u) : = (l/Q,,(u)) u for all u E C. It is obviously 
radial and involutory; by (3.9) and (3.10) (with Q replaced by QO) and (2.2), 
‘d+oo(U)> h(v)) = ~((1/Qciu)) % U/Q&N v) = (Q&>/Q&)) ‘h f’> = ‘+A u> 
for all u, v E C, so that & is gauge-reversing. Finally, a mapping 4: C + C is 
gauge-reversing and radial if and only if the composite 4 0 $,,: C -+ C is a gauge- 
preserving radial mapping; on account of (a), this is the case if and only if there 
exists y E [FDx such that (4 0 +,,) (u) = yu for all u E C; and this is in turn equi- 
valent to 4(u) = ($0 &) (+a(~)) = (y/Q,,(u)) u for all u E C. Then Q : = (l/r) Q0 
is a quadratic form satisfying (1.2), and $ is given by (4.2) and is involutory. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let C be a genuine faceless cone. Then: 
(a) I f  C is not 1 -dimensional, a radial bijection $: C --f C is open-isotone OY 
closed-isotone (if and) ~zly if it is a scalar dilation. 
(b) Open-antitone OY closed-antitone radial bajections 4: C -+ C exist if and 
only if C is a quad& cone. If  C is a quadric cone and is not l-dimensional, these 
mappings are precisely those given by (4.2), where Q: Sp C + IF! is some quadratic 
form satisfying (1.2). 
Proof, Since a l-dimensional genuine faceless cone is a quadric cone, we 
may disregard this case henceforth in the proof; we shall assume that C is a 
genuine faceless cone that is not l-dimensional. We shall carry out the proof of 
(a) and (b) simultaneously, the parts in square brackets pertaining to (b). In 
view of Proposition 4.1, it is plainly enough to show that a radial bijection 4: 
C---f C that is open-isotone or closed-isotone [open-antitone or closed- 
antitone] is necessarily gauge-preserving [gauge-reversing], the reverse implica- 
tion being trivial. We shall consider closed-isotone [closed-antitone] mappings, 
indicating the changes necessary for the open analogues where appropriate. 
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Let then 4: C -+ C be a closed-isotone [closed-antitone] radial bijection, and 
let p: C -+ PX satisfy (4.1). For all u E C and 01, /? E P we have the following 
chain of equivalences: 
Since 4 is bijective, we conclude that for each u E C the function (u t-+ up(a)): 
Px -+ Px is isotone [antitone] and bijective, hence continuous. (For the open 
analogous, replace 4 by < and < by < in the chain of equivalences.) 
Let now X, y E C be given. For each u E Px we have the following chain of 
equivalences, with the help of (2.9) and (2.2): 
(Same changes as indicated above for the open analogs, disregarding (2.9).) 
Since the function (u t+ up(uy)): Px -+ Px is isotone [antitone] and continuous, 
we conclude that 
f(X) = ,+(x, Y)Y) [f(X) = K(X, Y) ‘h’, x) f(‘+ Y) Y>l for a11 x, Y E c. (4*3) 
Let u be given, and let 7 > 1 be the number associated with u by Lemma 2.1. 
Let u E Px and 01 E [l ,771 be given. According to Lemma 2.1 we choose w E C 
such that K(u, U) K(I1), u) = (Y. We now apply (4.3) twice, using (2.2): first with 
x := uu, y := m, obtaining 
f(“u) = f(O’+, 0) u> [f (‘JU) = df(U’+, v) u)l; 
and next with x : = UK(U, w) w, y : = MU, obtaining 
f (UK@, W) W) = f (am> b(UK(U, W) W) = Orp(CdO#)]. 
Combining these computations, we conclude that, for the given u, 
fed = PC4 Cfe4 = (1/a2) f(a)1 for all u E Px and cy E [l, 71. 
It follows immediately from this identity that 
PC4 = PM Efb-4 = (l/4 f WI for all a E Px. (4.4) 
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Now (4.4) holds for all u E C. Applying this to (4.3) with u :== y, we find 
PW = P(Y) k’(x) = (‘b X)/+, Y)) f(Y)] for all X, y E C. 
Therefore, from (4.1) and (2.2), 
444~ 4(Y)) = 444 x, P(Y) Y) 
= (&+(J’)) K(% Y) ICI :;;,;;] for a11 x,y E ‘, 
so that # is gauge-preserving [gauge-reversing], as was to be proved. 1 
Remark 1. If C is l-dimensional, there exist, of course, radial bijections 
that are actually open-order-isomorphisms and closed-order-isomorphisms, but 
not gauge-preserving; or open-order-antimorphisms and closed-order-anti- 
morphisms, but not gauge-reversing. 
Remark 2. It is easy to produce radial mappings that are both open-isotone 
and closed-isotone, but not bijective, in any given genuine faceless cone C; 
for instance, choose z E C and define 4: C + C by +(u) := u if u < z, and 
+(u) : = 2~ otherwise. If C is a quadric cone, composition with a gauge-reversing 
involution as furnished by Proposition 4.1 will produce a radial mapping that is 
both open-antitone and closed-antitone, but not bijective. We do not know 
whether non-bijective open-antitone or closed-antitone radial mappings exist 
in some genuine faceless cone that is not quadric. 
To deal with distance-preserving mappings we require a preliminary result. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let C be a genuine faceless cone. If the mapping 4: C - C is 
distance-preserving and satisfies 
{d(e-u), $(eTu)} = (e-‘+(u), eT+(u)} for all u E C and T E [w, 
then 4 is either gauge-preserving or gauge-reversing. 
Proof. The proof of this assertion agrees verbatim with the fragment of the 
proof of [ 1, Theorem C] from Formula [1 , (10. lo)] to the end; it does not depend 
on the fact that the domain and co-domain are the same cone. l 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let C be a genuine faceless cone. Then the distance-preserving 
radial mappings 4: C -+ C are precisely the scalar dilations, unless C is a quadric 
cone. In this exceptional case, they are precisely the scalar dilations and the mappings 
given by (4.2), where Q: Sp C-+ [w is some quadratic form satisfying (1.2). All 
these mappings are bijective. 
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Proof. Let 4: C + C be a distance-preserving radial mapping. Let u E C 
and T E R be given. By (1.3), (l.l), (2.2), and (4.1) 
S(u, e’u) = log max{e-7, eT> = 1 7 1 
WO4, Wu>> = 1 0 g maX{K(p(u) 24, e’p(e24) u), K(e’p(e’ff) 24, p(u) u)] 
= I We~~(e’~)/~(~))l . 
Since $ is distance-preserving, we have eTp(eTu)/p(u) E{e-‘, e’}, and therefore 
$(eru) = e’p(e’u) u E {c-7p(u) u, e7p(u) u} = {e-r+(u), e7$(u)}. Applying the same 
argument to -r instead of T, and observing that $, being distance-preserving, is 
injective, we conclude that {#(ecTu), $(eTu)> = (e-3(u), er4(u)>. 
Since u E C and r E IF! were arbitrary, Lemma 4.3 shows that 4 is either gauge- 
preserving or gauge-reversing. The conclusion now follows from Proposition 
4.1. 1 
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